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The Big Switch
Why Direct Marketing for NON-Direct
Marketing Businesses?

It is an odd sort of title, isn’t it?
If you picked it up hoping for huge breakthroughs in your business, you bought the right book.
But first, I have to get these definitions out of the way.
By non-direct marketing business, I mean anything but a mail-order, catalog, or online marketer who
directly solicits orders for merchandise.
Examples of direct marketing businesses just about everybody knows are the TV home shopping
channels, QVC and HSN, Home Shopping Network; legendary catalogers like Lillian Vernon, J.
Peterman, and SkyMall; and contemporary catalog and online catalog/e-commerce companies like
Amazon and Zappos; businesses like Fruit of the Month Club; and mass users of direct mail to sell things
like Publishers Clearinghouse.
There are tens of thousands of trues direct-marketing businesses. Some are familiar to the general
public; many, many more are familiar only to the niche or special interest they serve. For example, I have
over 50 direct marketers as clients, each selling books, audio CDs, home study courses and seminars and
services by mail, internet and print media, and teleseminars, and webinars, which market only to a
specific industry or profession – one to carpet cleaners, another to restaurant owners, another to
chiropractors, etc. If you are not a chiropractor, you don’t know the name Dr. Chris Tomshack and his
company Health Source. If you are a chiropractor, it would be hard not to know of him, thanks to his fullpage ads in the industry trade journals, massive amounts of direct mail and other direct marketing. There
are also direct marketers unknown by name but known by their products or brands, like a long time client
of mine, Guthy-Renker Corporation, the billion-dollar business behind TV infomercials for ProActive
acne creams. What all these have in common is their fundamental process of selling direct via media to
consumers, with no brick-and-mortar locations or face-to-face contact required.
These are not the folks this book is for, even if they are the kinds of entrepreneurs I work
personally with the most.

This book is for the owner of a brick-and-mortar business, a business with a store, showroom or
office, a restaurant, a dental practice, an accounting practice, or a funeral home, that is some kind of
ordinary business, one most likely local and serving a local market. These are the entrepreneurs who have
populated my audience for two decades, subscribe to my No B.S. Marketing Letter, and use my systems to
transform those “ordinary” businesses into extraordinary money machines that far, far out perform their
industry norms, peers, competitors, and their own wildest imaginations. How do they do it? The big
switch is a simple one to state (if more complex to do): they switch from traditional advertising to directresponse advertising. They stop emulating ordinary and traditional marketing and instead emulate direct
marketing.
Most “ordinary” businesses advertise and market like much bigger brand-name companies, so they
spend (waste) lots of money on image, brand, and presence. But copycatting these big brand-name
companies is like a rabbit behaving like the lion. It makes no sense. The big companies have all sorts of
reasons for the way they advertise and market that have nothing to do with getting a customer or making
sales! Because your agenda is much simpler, you should find successful businesses with similar agendas
to copycat. Those are direct marketers. You and they share the same basic ideas:
1. Spend $1.00 on marketing, get back $2.00 or $20.00, fast, that can be accurately tracked to the
$1.00 spent.
2. Do NOT spend $1.00 that does not directly and quickly bring back $2.00 or $20.00. Please stop
and be sure you get this life-changing principle. Be careful who you copy. Be careful who you
act like. Be careful who you study.

Big Company’s Agenda
for Advertising and Marketing
1. Please/appease its board of directors (most
of whom know zip about advertising and
marketing but have lots of opinions)
2. Please/appease its stockholders
3. Look good, look appropriate to Wall Street
4. Look good, appropriate to the media
5. Build brand identity
6. Win awards for advertising
7. Sell something

Your Agenda
1. Sell something. Now.

If their purpose, objectives, agenda, reasons for doing what they do the way they do it don’t match up
with your purpose objectives, agenda, then you should NOT study or emulate or copy them!
Please stop and be sure you get this life-changing corollary principle. Find somebody who is
successful, who shares your purpose, objectives, agenda, and pay great attention to what he does and how
he does it.
I believe some call this sort of thing “a blinding flash of the obvious.” Well, you can call it obvious if
you like, but then how do you explain the fact that 99% of all businesspeople are operating as if ignorant
of this obvious logic?
I might add, this principle has power in places other than marketing. You can eventually get south by
going due north, but life’s easier and less stressful, and business more profitable, if you actually get
headed in the direction that leads to your destination of choice. Emulating inappropriate examples is the
equivalent of trudging south to get the North Pole. Odds are, you’ll get lost, tired, or eaten by a giant
iguana long before seeing snow.

Why Is There So Much Lousy, Unproductive, Unprofitable Advertising and
Marketing Out There, Anyway?
No B.S. truth.–Most business owners are just about clueless when it comes to advertising and marketing.
They are therefore often Advertising Victims, preyed on by media salespeople and ad agencies and others
who don’t know any more about how to actually produce a customer or make a sale than they do! If you
try to get a business owner to accurately tell you where his customers and sales come from, what it costs
to get a customer from source A or source B, what results specifically come from this ad or that one, he
can’t. He’s guessing. Consequently, he’s often grumpy and unhappy about things he shouldn’t be and also
wasting money he needn’t be!
The reasons for the cluelessness and vulnerability to victimization are many. Here’s a big one:
Marketing Incest. When you got into whatever business you’re in, you probably looked around at what
everybody else in the business was doing and copied it. Gradually, you’ve tried to do it better, but not
radically different, just better. So you have everybody in an industry standing in a circle looking inward at
each other, ignoring anyone or anything outside the circle. It’s incestuous, and it works just like real
generational incest: Everybody slowly gets dumber and dumber and dumber.
All of the people you’ll meet in this book did something very different. They turned their backs on
the circle and deliberately went far afield from their peers in search of different—not just incrementally
better—but different – ways of marketing. Now you will, too.

Yes, Salvation Is Within Reach
Now, here’s the good news: most business owners, clueless as they may be
about profitable advertising or effective marketing, do know a lot about how to
sell their products or services. That’s very good news because DIRECT

Marketing for NON-Direct Marketing Businesses is really not about traditional advertising or marketing
at all. It is simply “salesmanship multiplied in media.” So you actually already do have a firm grip on
one-third of the KENNEDY RESULTS TRIANGLE that you’ll master with this book. You know the
Message. It’ll get tweaked, as I’ll explain. But you do have this component.

The No B.S. Rules
I’ll lay the foundation first. (A radical idea itself!) Please copy these and post them somewhere where
you’ll see them often until you get them memorized. Doing so will keep you on track, save you a lot of
money, and dramatically improve your marketing.
From now on, every ad you run, every flyer you distribute, every postcard or letter you mail, every
web site you put up, every/anything you do MUST adhere to these rules. To be fair, they are simplistic
and dogmatic, and there are reasons to violate them in certain situations. But for now, sticking to them as
a rigid diet will work. You can experiment later, after you’ve first cleansed your business of toxins.

Rule #1. There Will Always Be an Offer or Offer(s)
Rule #2. There Will Be a Reason to Respond Right Now
Rule #3. There Will Be Clear Instructions on How to Respond
Rule #4. There Will Be Tracking and Measurement, and
Accountability
Rule #5. Whatever Brand Building Occurs Will Be a Happy By
Product, Not Bought
Rule #6. There Will Be Follow-Up
Rule #7. There Will Be Strong Sales Copy, Not Vague
Hyperbole
Rule #8. In General, It Will Look Like “Mail-Order Advertising”
Rule #9. Results Rule, Period
Rule #10. You Will Be a Tough-Minded Disciplinarian and
Keep Your Business on a Strict DIRECT Marketing
Diet for at Least Six Months

We’ll tackle each Rule in depth, in the next ten chapters.
I once wrote an entire book about breaking rules, and generally speaking, I think rules are for
other, ordinary mortals – certainly not for me, and not for you, either, if you are a true entrepreneur. So
you’ll chafe at rules here just as I would. However, when you are attempting to undo bad habits and
replace them with new ones, some hard-and-fast rules are necessary, temporarily. Once you fully
understand these and have lived with them for a reasonable length of time, then feel free to experiment if
you wish. But get good at coloring inside the lines before ignoring them altogether.
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This entire book can be purchased at www.NoBSDirectMarketing.com for just $4.95 (includes shipping).
Once your order your copy, you’ll be taken to the next page where you can get The Most Incredible FREE
Gift EVER (FREE Marketing Kit and a FREE 60-Day Trial of the GKIC Gold Membership)! Everything for just
$4.95.

